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VOTE

VOTE

Can You
Afford a Private
College EducaHon
TO THE STUDENT

Bristol Students
You must decide
whether the proposa I
for the Bristol Student
Government is viable

Roger Williams College maintains an active program of
financia! aid in order to assist
students
of
all
economic
backgrounds achieve a college
e ducation . The fin ancial aid
program is .administered on the
premise that it is the obligation and
responsibility of the student and
his or her parents to pay for the
education of the student. Parents
are expected to contribute to the
student's educational expenses to
the best of their ability, and the
student is expected to contribute
from his or her own assets and by
seeki ng employment during
vacation pe riods . When these
res po nsibilities
have
been
adequately met, it is the intention
of Roger Williams College to assist
in securing additional financial aid
from resources it has available for
this purpose .
\

Nov., 17, 18, 19
front of Bristol

10

A Y APPLY

HOWANDWHEN
TO APPLY

- Quill Office

VOTE

VOTE

1

Any ·tudent may apply: A
student qualifies for consideration
by his acceptance for admission to
Roger Williams College as a fullt ime , degree-seekinj student.
Returning students must have
mai ntai ned a satisfactory personal
and academic record in order to
reapply fo r financial assistance.

Proposed Alternative
_To Bristol Student Gov't.
The following is a proposed alternative to the former Bristol Student
Goverment. Various groups of students, faculty, and administrators
spent many hours in developing this new structure which hopefully
would be more responsive to student needs.
Students will have an opportunity to vote on this proposal in the form
ofa referendum tobeheldonWednesday, Thursday,andFriday, November
17. 18. an<l 19.
PROPOSAL

The following structure is proposed for the recognltion of clubs and
organizations, the dispursement of the Student Activities-Fee, the funding
of Special Events, the protection of academic freedom and the adjudication
of
non-academic
violations
of
College
r egulations :

COUNL

ST UDE NT AFFAIRS

BUDGET COMM.

SPECI AL..
~.___ _.,.,STUDENT ASSISTA NC E....
CLUBS AN D
EVE NT S
SE RVIC E
ORGANIZATIONS

In order to assess the financial
need of each student on an otr
jective and standard basis, Roger
Williams College uses the facilities
of the College Scholarship Service.
This service assists the college
in evaluating family financial circumstances through utilization of
the Parent Confidential Statement
(PCS ). All freshman applications
should secure a Parents' Confidential Statement from their
respective high school guidance
department.
THIS
APPLICATION FOR FINANCIAL
AID MUST BE FILED BETWEE N OCTOBER 1 AND MARCH
l of your senior year in high school.
Returning and transfer students
may secure the Parents' Confidential Statement from Roger
Williams College Financial Aid
Office. <APPLICATIONS WILL
BE AVAILABLE ON DECEMBER I , and must be filed no later
than MARC H 1)
NOTE : The Parents ' Confidential Statement <PCS ) is
required for all students applying
for fin a ncial aid.
The Parents' Confidenial
Statement must be completed and
mailed no later than March 1 to:
C oliege Scholarship Service
Box 176
Princeton, New Jersey 00540
SOURCES OF
F INANCIAL AID

F' inancial aid at Roger Williams
College may come from one or a
combina t ion of the following
sources of assistance.
LOANS

STUDENT BODY

L oan fo r educational purposes,
availabie to all students, may be
obta ined from a variety of sources,
including banks a nd other commercial credit institutions.
NATIONAL DEFENSE
ST UDE T LOAN <N. D.S.L .l
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Just the Beginning

R.I. Public Interest
Group Forming ~RIPIRG)
On. Nov . 11 and 12 Nader
" Raider" Don Ross spoke to a
group of students about organizing
"T he Rhode Island Puhlir TntPrP.i::t
Group" <RIPIRG). Speaking in
Bristol & Prov., Mr. Ross emphasized the enormous need for
change in the State of R. I. which
c an be done through effective
student's coheviseness in RIPIRG.
For exa mple, radio and
television stations must renew
their licenses every three years. If
stations are not representing their
voice effectively, why not prevent
them from getting their renewal?
Campaigns can be launched
against consumer protection, and
this certainly would not only be an
effective measure, but would also
gain support of other community
groups.
Recently, students and workers
have been clashing over political
theories. Why not bridge this
negative gap, by working for
Occupational Health Insurance ,
certainly a strong lobby to benefit
all.
" RIPIRG ," said Mr. Ross, " is a
start for a change. In order to

secure this change, students must
be willing to sacrifice, research,
a nd dedicate themselves to this
cause. Nothing is more exciting
than to work on something, hoping
to fi nd a change."
RIPIRG works in a very simple
and basic manner : Students ban
together on local campuses, and
work wi th the community.
Offices can be organized at the
state capital, concentrating solely
on state problems. This would be
doing on a local level, what Nader
has done on a national one.
RIPIRG would be fi nanced by
the students themselves. A $2 tack
would be added to the Student
Activity Fee, with the option of
having the money refunded ·upon
the students request.
Mr . Ross ended the small
seminar by saying "To break
through the apathy, each school in
itself must have the manpower and
spirit to break through a most
obvious barrier." The first
organizational campus meeting
will be held on Tuesday evening,
November 16 at 7: 00 PM in Lecture Hall One.

The National Defense Student
Loan Program provides that a fulltime or half-time student'~1ho is in
financial need and is maintaining
good academic standing may
secure a loan. The amount of the
loan shall not be more than a
student requires to meet his
college expenses, and in any case
not more than $1,000 in any
academic year and not more than
$5,000 for total undergraduate
educational expenses.
Repayment at 3% interest starts
nine months after a student terminates full-time student status, or
is carrying less than a half-time
schedule. The provisions further
provide that up to 50% of the loa n
<plus interest) may be cancelled in
the event the borrower becomes a
full-time teacher. Cancellation is
at the rate of 10% of the loan rer
year up to five_ <5) years. I a
borrower becomes a teacher in a
school which is listed as having a
high concentration of students
from low-income families , the loan
may be cancelled at a rate of 15%
per year until the loan is satisfied.
Another
provision
allows
deferment of payments while the
student is in Graduate School, the
Armed Forces, VISTA, or the
Peace Corps.
-

Defense Student Loan Program
with the exception of partial
cancellation for teaching, and at a
higher rate of interest.
Students from families with
adjusted incomes over $15,000 may
also borrow under this program
but must pay the interest themselves. These are "loans of convenience" and are available to
students from middle-income
families who might not have the
financial need necessary to qualify
for a National Defense Student
Loan.
· Ap plication should be made
through a local bank or lending
institution which participates in
the program. (Applications for the
Guaranteed Loan Program should
be ma de at least two months prior
to the date needed) .

Guaranteed Loan Program
<G .L .P.l

The Guaranteed Loan Program
provides
partl y
subsidized
educational loans which ar e otr
tained directly from banks and
other lending institutions. Under
this program , a student whose
family 's adjusted income is iess
than $15,000 may borrow up to
$1 ,000 <$15QO in some states) for
each undergraduate year. The
federal gover ment pays the
current interest on the loan while
the student is in college . The
studen t pa ys the interest during
repayment under conditions very
sim ilar to those of the National

I

lnsta.llment Loans

Several outside organizations
provide different plans to parents
who prefer to pay tuition and other
fees on a monthly installment plan.
Brochures describing these plans
and their costs may be obtained by
contacting the financial aid office.
GRANTS .
Educational Opportunity Grants
<E.O.G.)

Educational Opportunity Grants
are availa ble to qualified students
under the High Education Act of
1965. These consi st of outright
grants of funds ranging from $200$ 1,000 from the federal ~overn
which must be matched ju an
equal a mountbyfundsderivedfrom
scholarships, loans, or work o~
portunities provided by the College.
Stude nts
of
"exceptional
financial need," a. measured on
the scale of parental contribution,
are elig ibie for Educational O~
por tunity Gra nts . These - a re
students whose families are unable
to contribute more than apEDUC l\TION Pg . 5
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Editorial

Guest Editorial

Gimme that Ole Time Religion

The Sound of Laughter

Several weeks back "The Chaplain's Corner" program
was originated. It was to be an effort in ecumenicalism.
Six different churches were to work together to bring
"something for everyone" in the way of religion. Unfortunately, some people don't realize that everyone isn't a
Catholic.
In this issue a schedule of available chaplains appear
below. Notice that four of the six are in for one morning or
afternoon a week. One is not scheduled at all. The
remaining man is present three nights and one afternoon a
week. He is the Catholic Priest, Father Randy Chew! To
complete the domination, a catholic mass is held in the
library every Sunday night, not an ecumenical service, a
catholic mass. Communion and ·an.
The- Chaplains Corner should live up to it's pledges.
What we have now is a bunch of religions taking turns
sitting at a desk with one dominating the rest. There is no
working together. No ecumenicalism. Just a hypocritical
"every man for himself" set up.
If a student wants to follow his chosen faith , there are
churches and services in Bristol. Rarely, however, is there
an opportunity to participate in a type of program the
Chaplain's Corner was to present. It's about time some
people recognized the religious needs of the students ( if
any) instead of portraying a PR man for their employers.
CHAPLAINS' CORNER
List of Available Chltjilairls:
BAPTIST
Rev. Allen A. Bujno
First Baptist Church
250 High Street
Bristol, R.I.
253-6131 or 253-6l<X>
on campus :
Thursday morning
METHODIST
The Rev. Miss Florence Stevens
United Methodist Church of
Warren
Z'l Church Street
Warren, R.I.
245-8474
on campus:
Friday afternoons
CONGREGATIONALIST
Rev. Charles S. Pigott
First Congregational Church
Bristol, RI.
253-8012 or 253-6472
on campus:
Thursday afternoons

EPISCOPAL
Fr. John Peterson
St. Michael's Church
Bristol, R.I.
253-7717 or 253-4369
on campus:
Wednesday afternoons
JEWISH
Rabbi Robert Schenkerman
Barrington Jewish Center
Barrington, R.I.
245-6536 or 245-1040

by Bill Cosby
(The winner of three Emmy you 'd cut behind a car? Well .. .I
Awards for his performance in used to do the same thing in the
NBC-TV ' s "I Spy ", and the country, but I used a cow! "
recipient of five Grammy Awards
The situations I talk about,
for the Best Comedy Album, the people can find themselves in .. .it
versatile Bill Cosby will soon make makes them glad to know they're
his motion picture debut in a not the only ones who have fallen
powerful dramatic role in the victim to life's little ironies. For
Jemmin, Inc. production, "Man example, how many of us have put
and Boy." Given the NAACP's the ice water bottle back in the
Image Award of 1969-1970, Mr. refrigerator with just enough
Cosby is also prominently active water left so we won't have to refill
as a national chairman of the it? Be honest now.
That's how I got involved in
Hemophelia Foundation, national
co-chairman of the Opportunities comedy .. .it just sort of happened.
Industrialization Center, and a Once I decided it was a way to
meml;>er of the boards of directors make a living, the struggle was on.
of Mary Holmes College and Breaking into show business is one
Ebony Showcase Theater).
of the hardest. . .longest. . .most
When I was a kid, I always used to discouraging things you can do. If
pay attention to things that other you want to make the old school
people didn't-even think about. I'd try, you better have plenty of guts
remember funny happenings, just and determination 'cause you'll
little trivial things, and then tell need all you can muster up.
stories about them later. I found I
I was quite satisfied with my
could make people laugh, and I work after I got going. Night clubs
enjoyed doing it because it gave were good to me .. .and TV suddenly
me a sense of security. I thought started opening up. It wasn't until
that if people laughed at what you "I Spy" came along that I really
said, that meant they liked you. felt established. . .at least to a
Telling funny stories became, for certain degree. It was so completely different from anything I
me, a way of making friends.
My comedy routines come from had ever known. ·Story-telling is
this story-telling knack .. .I never one thing, but playing a definite
tell jokes. I don't think I cowd character ..and serious yet. ..that's
write an out-and-out joke if my something else. I also play a
life depended on it. Practically all serious character in my first film
my bits deal with my childhood "Man and Boy." I really enjoyed
days back in Philly where the it. I must admit I was nervous in
important thing on the block was the beginning, but the experience
how far you could throw a football. has really been great for me. I
I think what people like most know it's hard to keep pushing
about my stories is that they can yourself into different areas, but
identify. I had a man once stop me have to if you want to be around in
and say, "Hey, you know that story a few years. In this business, if you
you tell about street football and stand still, you disappear!
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To the Editor
One psych per person per
lifetime ....Handle with Care
Sensitivity-training sessions
sound exciting and fun ... they can
be. They can also be painful and
occasionally disastrous.
I urge you to consider carefully
the following questions prior to
committing yourself to a group
counseling or therapy session.
Ducking, dodging, or reluctance to
offer direct answers to any of these
questions are a warning. Heed it!
What are the goals of the group?
How are they approached?
Who is the leader?
What is his/her training?
What is his/her experience?
Can he/she refer you to any
perticipants in previous groups
with whom you might talk?
Is this sponsored by any
organization or institution?
In addition please do not hesitate
to drop in and discuss the
possibility of joining such a group
with us. We may be able to identify
the leader or help you judge their
credentials.
·
Recently
people
with
questionable qualifications have
been setting up shop and trading on
the vulnerability of others. If
reflects badly on the legitimate
and helpful efforts of credentialed
practioners.
The intention of these comments
is not to deny the potential value of
group experience with a wellqualified leader can have in expanding your personal development. I encourage you to use your
faculties well and to the fullest, but
recognizing that there is only one
psyche allotted to each of us for a
lifetime of use, USE IT WELL!
Mrs. Dorothy Zimmering
College Counselor

CATHOLIC
Fr. Randy Chew
St. Joseph's Rectory
5 Mann Ave.
Newport, R. I. O'l840
847-0065
on campus:
Sunday evenings (for Mass in
Library & coffee in Ch. Cor.
Monday afternoons and evenings
Thursday evenings

<@uill
Published Weekly in Prov. & Bristol
Tel. Providence274-220Q ext. 79
Bristol 25S-2148
.
lndergraduate newspaper_of Roger Williams College - Providence an
Rristol, R. I. It shall be organized to provide a news service to the studen
hody. It shall also be coosidered legally autonomous from the corpora
structure of Roger Williams College as it is supported totallv bv
students through the student activity fee and outsid~ advertising revenue
In this i;ense it must be responsible only to the student body of Roge
Williams College. Unsigned editorials represent the views of this paper
They do not necesS&rily reflect the opinions of the faculty, a
ministration, or student body as a whole. Signed editorials, columns
reviews and letters represent the personal views of the writers.
Editor-in-Chief ............. ... .. ..... .. .. ..................... Howie Ginsberg:
Bristol Editor ....................................................... Ted Fuller
Providence Editor ................................. .................. Bob Inniss
Bristol News Editor ....................................... ......... Gary Muzio
Sports Editor .............. .................., .................. Pete Greenberg
.Prov. Sports Coordinator., ......... : ...... ...................Dave Hockman
Business Manager-Bristol. ............. ............ ... ....Maura Walmsley
Business
Manager-Prov .. ............................... Ray J~sienski
Secretary ... , .. ...... .. ....... ..... .. - . .'.. .... ......... ,, ........Lisa Na iburg
;\dn~rtis i ng l\lanager..... : .. ...................... ........ .. Joe Deangelis
LondonC ampusC orrespondent ........... ........... .... ...... Gary Gardner
l "ullural Editor ........ ...... .............. .. .. , .......... James Dudelson
STAFF
Robe rt Cinqmars. Holly Delohery, Maurya McKelvey, Sach, Tom
Melone. Al D'Amico Jr .. Randy Govey, John Grossi, Russ Fontaine. Ray Maker. Eugene Celico, Bruce Hampton, Tom Tetrault,
Andy Iamascia. Kurt Giard. Wendy pencer, Vanessa Wallace.
Page one photo credit Mt. Hooe Brid e, by Michael Zachs.

Our·apologies go~ friend$
for th.e fractUre ofgood order
lite Lurning of paper
instead of cLildren -

DANIEL BERRIGAN

Coffeehouse Review:

Roger Williams College: A

·upon Seeing Karen Fennessey

Failing Experiment

And Others
by Ted Fuller

David'Graham
defined, but it often seems that
(Editor's note: The author of education takes place in spite of
this article was originally assigned the system, and not because of it.
to cover what seemed to be a quasiOne of the primary aspirations of
political conflict between the Roger Williams ,College is that
faculty and administration over somehow the three opposing
certain policies. What developed, factions will create an atmosphere
however, was a hard look at the devoid of the traditional inaims of the college, and how these timidations, where education takes
place at its own natural pace, and
aims are being met. )
In 1963 Roger Williams College where curiosity and interest,
went far out on the academic limb rather than some punishand re-defined itself as an ex- ment/reward stimulus, is the
perimental community college. motivating factor. This hope is
Until that time, Roger Williams rapidly diminishing, however, and
had existed as a traditional in- there is reason to fear that the
stitution, offering a traditional college will soon be steeped in ivy
education and the traditional and pendants if the re-definition
degree. Now, however, RWC is which began in 1963 is not a condetermined to find new ways to tinuing and on-going practice.
The fault lies everywhere. There
promote learning in every facet of
college life . The new Roger are members of the faculty here
Williams College is to be an ex- who seek only tenure and respite
periment in every sense of the r from scholarship, who believe that
/ word by helping both students and their educations are complete, and
faculty to re-define their roles in that their only task is to transmit
the educational process. Each part of their store of knowledge to
problem that the college has since the jangle of misfits that cross
encountered has in some way been their classroom threshold every
related to that re-definition, and day.
There
are
students
each problem has been a challenge everywhere..,on the campus who
to the entire college, faculty, ad- envision themselves as secondministration, and students alike, to class citizens of the Roger
affirm the value of that ex- Williams community, incapable of
periment. Unfortunately, many thought and eager to relinquish the
segments of the college are failing responsibility of the education.
to pull together and clinging rigidly There are administrators here who
to the traditional roles and values hold fast to the idea that a good
that Roger Williams College is classroom is a quiet classroom and
trying to test.
that the best teacher is the one who
In the birth of every new idea, doesn't make waves. Th,ere is no
there is a transition period during one group to bear the blame, just
which the idea must be nurtured as there is no one group that, alone,
with great care and attention, can change the face of education.
examined to the smallest degree
In light of the upcoming decision
and extended to its greatest on accreditation, it would be well
lengths ( in all directions) . Roger for each person involved in the
Williams College is now in that Roger Williams College extransition period and any failure of periment to take a hard look at just
attention, examination, or ex- how much experimenting he is
tention to the idea of an ex- doing now, and how much is willing
perimental college can lead only to to do in the future. Can the
its ultimate failure, and a return to students get over the idea that they
the traditional mode of education: are merely vessels to be filled with
teacher, blackboard, and pupil.
facts, or can they find new ways to
The roles of the various groups participate, demanding their
of people in an educational education? Can the faculty break
situation have almost always been through the traditional teaching
defined in this way: ( 1) student - values and find ways to stimulate
an empty-headed, ignorant child, interest. . !ind curiosity wherever
capable of receiving, . if not they might ·be found? Can the
retaining, a certain . amount of administr.at.ion )urnish suppol,i to
knowledge dispensed by the (2). fhe learning process and help both
teacher - a sour,ce of semi-useless student and· 'faculty meet their
information, trying hard but never needs as well as .the needs of the
really expecting to succeed to any community? If the answer to any
great degree, who in turn must of these quest.ions is no, then Roger
struggle and play the game of Williams College must inevitably
school politics with the (3) ad- succumb to the final enemy of
ministrator - a tyrant who must experiment, and indeed, the only
maintain disciplifle and curry deadly enemy : · fear of trying the
favor with its superiors. In this set- new and untested. Only this fear
up, the system of order is rein- can plant the ivy of tradition and
forced. and all of the roles are well- failure at Roger Williams College .

Karen on Stage

A University Without Walls
Student brings you
SEMINAR ON
DISPROVING MATHEMATICS

Campus
Meeting
Tues., Nov. 16
LH I

7:00 p.m.

This seminar is of necessity
based.
in
speculative
philosophy. It is possible from
theory to bring to biar
"proofs" that can disprove
mathematics. Humor and
possible cnlturaJ. reactions to
the seminar may also be used
in the course. Use of any
mathematic al background
knowledge will be accepted.
( noCredit ) ·
11: 30

Tues. & Thurs.
Room 19
Classroom-Lecture Bldg.
<seminar room in faculty pod )
beginning Nov. 9th, 1971
All Are Welcome - ·
Bring Your Friends

was adapted by Judy Collins. The
song is accompanied by no instrumentation at all and required a
very powerful and very accurate
voice. This song was masked
beautifully by Miss Fennessy and
proved her ability to sing.
In conclusion, ·Miss Fennessey
shows great potential and is on her
way to a career in show business.
The people of Roger Williams
College and the University Without
Walls should celebrate at having
such a talent in our midst.
Tramping on

Karen Fennessey
When one invisions a female folk
singer appearing at a coffeehouse,
certain figures invariably come to
mind. These figures being that of
Toni Mitchell, Judy Collins and
Joan Baez. The Nov. 5th appearance of Karen Fennessey, a
student of the University Without
Walls, was to be not much different
save in name only.
Being compared to any of the
three above is not to be looked
down upon, by any means, except
as far as originality is concerned.
Karen imitated the parts
beautifully, which brought about
her only downfall. In my mind a
little more personalization and
originality could play a large role
in the success story of Karen
Fennessey.
The most impressive characteristic which will come to mind.
At the mention of Karen, is the
vision of a soft.spoken girl with an
extremely powerful voice. I feel
the quality of her voice and talent
as a singer was-revealed by a song
entitled "The Dove". "The Dove"
was described to me by Karen as a
chant song on the islands which

.

RIPIRG
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NOTICES
Sailing Cl uh
Sailing Club
Meeting Thurs.
11 : 30 Nov. 18
All invited to join

Patton
Fri., Sat., Sun., Mon.
Nov. 19, 20, 21, 22
PATTON GP
George C: Scott
LH #150¢
8:000.m.

Civilization

After a few brief words and even
Wed., Nov.17
CIVILIZATION
more brief laughs Mr. Arnold
Program No. 4
introduced Mr. Szenher and his
MAN THE MEASURE
poem " House of Asteria" .
OF ALL THINGS
Mr. Szenher proceeded to perform the reading of the adventures
of poor delusioned Asteria with
Mash
great enthusiasm and expression.
The poem progressed as people
Nov. 18, 19
Prov. Student Senate
listened intently waiting for the
Presents
meaning, the explosion, the
MASH 50¢
ultimate climax which unFree beer, sandwiches
fortunately was .in the last line,
Student Union
which for some reason I totally
7: 30 p.m.
missed.
-Sorry
Mr. Joseph
Geoffery Clark, who is the new
creative writing instructor here
Marciano
taking Mr. Crotty's place, then
followed with a reading from his
Tuesday , Nov. 16at 11 a.m.
in the R. I. Room
own novel, Clumsy Partners.
at the Y.M.C .A.
The novel takes place in a resort
MR. JOSEPH MARCIANO
hotel in Michigan known as "The
of the
Champs". The story is of an
R.I. Consumer Council
involved Lamar the young chef,
will speak on
who is caught 1/3 way between
"Is the Consumer
insanity, a hang over and suicide.
Being Cheated"
Clark vividly describes the in- Open discussion afterwards. All
cident betwee Lamar and some interested students are invited to
attend.
of the Champ's champs.
All through the contest shades of
blue-haired,, s~x-siclt . ladies
emersed in "celebrias tomato
pudding" are driving Lamar to
illusions of homocidal reactions
which are so real he can taste the
blood. The act is so real and
moving that a reader could not

possibly have time to take a cup ot
coffee or a beer in boredorm. If the
rest of the novel is composed in this
way, a person should be worn to a
feazel by the time he finishes the
first chapter.
much luck Mr. Clark

THE QUILL

Gov't

Continued from Pg. 1

1. Student Affairs Council: ThisCouncilshallconsistof six students, three
faculty, one Director of Residence, and the Dean of Students. Faculty
membersshallbeelectedyearlybytheFacultySenate; studentmembers
shall be elected yearly by the student membership at a general
election. Students elected to this Council must resign any executive
positions held in any College clubs or organizations. As many
as three students may be resident students, while the other three
shall be commuters. Class standing (freshman, sophomore, etc.)
shall not be considered .
2. Budget Committee: The student-of the Student Affairs Council shall
comprise a Budg~t Committee which reviews the budget requests
of all clubs and organizations and makes their recommendations
to the Council. A portion of the Student Activities Fee - no less than
50%-shall beappropriatedto the Program Committee- such proportion
to be subject to a majority vote of the Student. Affairs Council.
3. Program Committee: This committee shall consist of three students
appointed to the respective positions of Concert Coordinator, Film
Coordinator, and Lecture Coordinator. Interested students sh~ll
submit their names to and be interviewed by the Student Affairs
Council. After all applicants are heard. the Council shall make their
appointments.
This committee shall also consist of two faculty members appointed
their positions by
the Student Affairs Council.
The Program Committee shall meet as a five member voting body
not less than twice per month. They must reserve no less than
25% of their allocated budget for student-initiated special events.
to

4. The Program committee ana clubs and organizations will convene
no less than four times per year to review the funding requests of
student organizations and how the money was allocated and spent.
Meetings shall be called and run by theiStudent Assistance Service.
5. Student Assistance Service: The Student Assistance Service shall be a
service organization run by students and for students and is to be
initiated each year by the Dean of Students. It is responsible for:
1. Coordination and administration of the various functions of the
Student Affairs Council, Program Committee, and clubs and organizations. These by necessity include business affairs, and election
.and referendum operations.
2. Maintaining an information and referral desk in a place on campus
accessible to students.
3. Coordination and operation of all on-campus publicity
4. Maintaining an emergency student locater and message service
5. Administration of emergency loan fund for , students
6. Providing draft and legal aid referral, and/or programs
7. Representingin i vidualstudentproblems, programs, andinitiatives
within the new student goverment system.
The Student Assistance Service shall initially contain three people,
working fifteen hours per week. These students may be paid from the
Student Activity Fee at no more than $2.00 per hour. The Dean ot
Students shall appoint a Director of Student Assistance Service
and can advise the Director on remaining staff choices. He shall
try to appoint work-study students to these positions when possible ;
but no more than two students may be paid from Student Activity
funds in a given term.

Culture Notes
James Dudelson
Karen Fennessey appeared at
the coffee house Nov. 5. Karen,
who last year attended R.W.C., is
now playing proffessionally
throughout the New England Area.
Over the winter she will be playing
at a ski lodge in Conway New
Hampshire.
Also in the coffeehouse we were
treated to two readings by Phil
Zen her and Geoffry Clark from
R.W.C . Engish dept.
And for a special treat Dick
Arnold from R.W.C. drama
department, read a short
biography, sang a dirty song, read
a short poem, the audience didn't
hiss they were busy .... yawning?
Actually Dick Arnold was quite
amusing.
There was also a short skit by
Jules Feiffer called " Superman".
Although short it was extremely
funny and very well done. The
cast: Superman (Bobby Mingus),
A Woman ( Nancy Nagle), and a
Mugger ( John Griffin). Woodstock
was last week's fine Movie from
A. V. and this week is Patton, Nov.
1~22.

Rich Snyder who play Sergius in
the play "Arms in the Man" and
gave a fine performance has announced he will be available for
any Hollywood offers, and if
Hollywoo.d is smart they'll leave
him in Bristol.
Nov. 16 at 8: 00 p.m. Lecture Hall
12. Jeff Silva, Charles Vietry and
Hope Greenfield all students of
Creative Writing will give a poetry
reading.
Prov. Student Senate presents
"MASH": for 50¢ . Free beer, chips
& sandwiches will be served.

WPBX
570
AM
a.m.
a.m.
8
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The voice of Roger Williams
College will begin broadcasting Nov. 15, 1971 at 12
noon. There will be an Open
House on the 15th from 9 to
11 : 30 a.m . Hope to see you
there!.
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Won't Do

Accountants Meet

by David Serrecchia
In the beginning man created
buildings · and destroyed nature.
Walking down an alleyway, there
was a man. A man of men, a man
with a memory--shadows of the
past--A faint recollection. Maybe it
was a creation of his memory, or
was it a recollection of the past?
His idea was a vacant lot. He
remembers, or maybe it was a
dream of what was an empty piece
of land.
Through the years man has progressed , and needless to say,
reproduced. The results population explosion, and the lack of
space to put them. There were even
buildings where the ocean once
flowed .
This man decided to put his ideas
together. His first step was to have
his building destroyed. After this
was done, he had the only vacant
lot in the world. The people of this
time never saw anything like it.
These people of this time only read
about @ture, they never had any
actual experience with it. Rain,and
snow and the sun could now be
seen. A new fad has begun. People
for miles around came to see this
sight. People said " This was the
com ing thing". It was true, soon
everyone had their own vacant lot.
Because of this, it solved the
wor ld's
largest
problem-over-population.
Now there was a new problem
the population was diminishing. As
time went on, mother nature was
strilslng back at man. No-one could
think of a solution.
A new man of men came to life.
As he was walking down the
"street" he had a memory of the
past--a faint recollection, or was it
a dream? He thought is was a
"creation of his memory". He
thought of the building. He put his
thoughts together, and built one.
He had the only building in the
world. Soon, they caught on
everyone was building them
ETC .
David Serrecchia

Roger Williams College had the
privilege of hosting the National
Association of Accountants in a
dialogue on Tax Shelters, for the
Individual. The Dialogue was held
at the Y.M.C.A. auditorium on
November 6, and lasted 3 hrs.
Mr. Langello a member of the
National Association of Accountants represented Roger
Williams College, also present
we re 5 accounting majors.
Speakers for the dialogue were: N.
Leonard Fox, Assistant Trust
Officer, Chemical Bank & Trust
Company, New· York City ;
Jacques V. Hopkins, Esq., Partner
of Hinckley, Allen, Salisbury &
Parsons; John F. Smith, CPA,
Partner of Arthur Young &
Company.
The Program consisted of a
comprehensive session covering
the · various means by which individuals in virtually any tax
bracket can shelter all or part of
their income tax . About 110
lawyers and accountants from the
Providence area were present.
The speakers talked and gave
examples of various methods in
which they could shelter a clients
income tax, in any bracket. The
audience was allowed to ask
questions, and the speakers gave
very comprehensive answers to
the many questions.
The morning was quite interesting to any student, even
though he may not be an accounting major. Such a dialogue,
or session of this nature, is important to both the collge as well as
the student body, and I urge such
dialogues be part of the college
criteria to the businessmen of the
Providence area. By inviting such
programs to businessmen of the
area it could aid in promoting the
college and the accounting
program.
Richard Oliveira
( President-Accounting Club)

6. It shall be :ne ciuty of the Student Affairs Council to insure the academic ~reedom of all students and to protect all students from - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - exercise of insiiiutional authority when such authority merely duplicates the function of general laws.
7. The Student Affairs Council 1s respons1D1e tor recognizing student
organizations of the College and for determining and publishing
the policies for granting of such recognition, including a statement
of the responsibilities a recognized College organization has toward
the college community. Once an organization is so recognized, this
committee shall seek to protect the organization from harrassment
so long as the organization continues to fulfill its responsibilities
toward the college community. Recognition of a student organization
shall be rescinded by action of this council when the organization
becomes defunct, or when it pursues objectives contrary to its original
function , or when it fails to meet its responsibiliti.es toward the
college community.
8. It shall also be the duty of the Student Affairs Council to provide
meansbywhich matters of import to the students may be communicated
to the Faculty, Administration, and the Board of Trustees.
9. The Student Affairs Council shall also be responsible for filling
student seats on Faculty Committees. Students shall serve a term
no longer than one academic year. Interested students will be interviewed, selected and appointed by the Student Affairs Council.
10. In order to expedite the College's commitment to its students of
upholding their right to free speech and assembly, the Student Affairs
Council shall be charged with securing and maintaining procedures
whereby non-recognized organizations of students, existing for limited
objectives or for special purposes may function.
11. The Student Affairs Council is charged with the responsibility 01
developing and reviewing yearly procedures whereby non-academic
violations of College regulations may be adjudicated. In general,
the principles contained within the Joint Statement of the Rights
and Freedoms of Students shall be upheld.Copies of the Joint Statement
are available at the Dean of Students office.
r

12. The Student Affairs Council shall review annually tne College Behavior
Code.
13. With the exception of any possible subcommittees on academic or
non - academic violations, the Student Affairs Council may appoint,
for no more than one year, as members. of any subcommittees it
deems necessary, individuals outside the committee membership,
provided that at least one member of such a subcommittee be a
member of the Student Affairs Council.
14. The Student Affairs Council shall be required to submit reports of ~eir
meetiniS to the Student Assistance Service for dissemination to the
· college ·c_ommunity. ·
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proximately $600 rer academ-ic Educational Assistance for
year. This parenta contribution, Veterans
which is determined on the basis of
A veteran who has served conC allege Scholarship Service need tinously on active duty for a period
analysis of the Parent's Con- of at least ~81 days, any party of
fidential Statement, not only which was after January 31, 1955,
determines eligibility but deter- and who was discharged or
mines the maximum amount of the released under conditions other
grant. The. grant may not exceed than dishpnorable, is eligible for
one half of the student's college assistance under the Veterans'
expenses . Educational
Op- Readjustment Benefits Act of 1966.
portunity Grants are generally Application for Veterans' benefits
renewed each academic year . should be made through your local
provided that the -s tudent is Veterans' Administration Office.
SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
allowed to remain in the college,
the student shows academic
AND AWARDS
promise toward graduation, Junior Achievement Scholarships
federal funds continue to be
A scholarship grant is awarded
available, and the financial need annually to a Junior' Achiever of
remains.
Rhode Island who has a financial
College Grants-In-Aid ( C .G.)
need and has maintained an above
Roger Williams College has average high school record.
limited funds available which Federal Products Foundation, Inc.
A scholarship grant is awar<1e<1
provide scholarship a~sistance to
many deserving young students. to one or more students on the
This assistance is awarded on the basis of need, scholarship, and
basis of financial need and character. Preference is given to
sons or daughters of Federal
academic promise or progress.
Products Corp. employees and ; if
EMPLOYMENT
none attend, p~eference is given to
Student Employment< C .W.S.P.)
Roger Williams College par- sons and daughters of Rhode
ticipates in the federally sponsoreq Island residents. Children of
College Work Study Program Federal Products Corp. employees
( C.W.S.P.). Eligible students are must apply for this scholarship by
employed with college depart- May 1. The rej::ipient of this
ments and with community scholarship is selected by College
oriented private and public non- Financial Aid Committees.
profit agencies in the summer and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Scholarsm_p ~
during the academic year.
This fiill tuition scholarship is
Under the C.W.S.P., students
may work an average of fifteen donated annually tiy the George W.
hours per week while classes are in Dahl Company of Bristol. Rhode
session and forty hours during Island, in memory of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. ~election for this
vacation periods.
R.I. State Scholarship Program scholarship is based on financial
Eligibility is determined by need and high scholastic ability.
potential academic ability as Preference is given to male Black
measured by the Scholastic Ap- students who are residents of
titude Test and actual scholastic Rhode Island and meet the
performance as measured by the financial criteria.
student's rank-in-class at the end R. I. Hospital Trust National Bank
of his junior year. Using the above Scholarship
criteria, a group of semifinalists,
equal in number to approximately
twice the number of scholarships
to be awarded, is selected annually
by Lisa Naiburg
from the pool of applicants.
Awarding of scholarships is made
The budget for Dorm Governto those students within the
semifinalists catergory which have ment has not yet been definitely
decided upon; but, a step has been
the greatest financial need.
In order to determine scholastic taken in the right direction. Dean
ability and financial need, all Goldberg and Hal Conner, the
applicants must submit a Parents' dorm director, have decided to
Confidential Statement to the give 75% of the money taken from
College Scholarship Service, the machines (up to $300) to the
Princeton, New Jersey. Initial
applicants must complete and Dorm government. Hal Conner
submit their application by the made it clear at the meeting that
date established by the Rhode this amount is negotiable (upIsland State Scholarship Program. ward) . Therefore, Chip Howe,
Andy Imascia, and Lisa · Naiburg
will meet with Dean Goldberg in an
attempt to receive more funds.

This scholarship award is made
to a deserving student from Rhode.
Jsland with preference given to
children of employees of Rhode
Island Hospital Trust National
Bank.
Bristol Rotary Club Scholarship
To be eligible, the student
candidates must be permanent
residents of the town of Bristol.
They must have a financial need
and be in good academic and
We remember Friday night,
personal standing with the College.
October eighth, v:ery well because
Dr. Harold G. Way Scholarship
This scholarship award is made .of a fantastic production at
to a deserving student on each Wyndham 's Theatre <Leicester
campus ( Bristol/Providence ). Square) of Abelard and Heloise by
The award is based on academic Ronald Millar. It starred Colin
standing and the student's contribution to Roger Williams Redgrave (brother of Lynn and
College. The recipients will be Vanessa) and Ciaran Madden.
The show's heartstealer touch
selected by the Scholarship
was Old Gilles ( Ronald Radd) who
Committee.
had lines like: "Truth, like an
onion, has many skins," and " The
SPECIAL PROGRAMS
day you and I get along pigs wil) fly
Law Enforcement Education and fish will sing! " Abelard was
Programs <L .E.E.P .)
This program provides awards destined to be a priest ; he was a
in the form of loans and/or grants great teacher, but he was ordained
to state and local public law en- to rise high on the clerical ladder.
forcement personnel and to per- . Heloise should have been a nun,
sons who plant to enter the law but she got away from her convent
enforcement field.
and talked her guardian into hiring
Cooperative Education
Abelard as her teacher. She falls in
Engineering Technology-Business love with him, and he wants her so
In mos.t cooperative programs, much that he says he'll quit
the student is paid for his services
by the cooperating employer. The seminary studies and teaching in
financial assistance which results order to marry her. Heloise would
can be of great help in financing a rather be considered a whore than
college education. While financial to ruin the chances of one of the
reasons are secondary t'o the greatest men the clergy has ever
educational benefits to be derived known.
~rom the job, the earning ability is
The actors grasped the audience
important to most people and is
great skill, playing marwith
often then enabling device to make
such an education possible . velously, bringing lumps to the
Student earnings vary with the throats of some, just mystifying
discipline which is being studied others , using mood and atand with different sections of the mosphere unlike anything else we
country.
have seen in all of London. After
the play some of us found a great
Italian restaurant, where we sat in

• London
CAMPUS
NEWS

Dornt Gov 't Meeting

A Question
of Style

RWCStudent-Facu It)

ART
EXHIBIT
November
15, 16, 17
Common Lounge
Residence Hall
~

Student
Poetry
Reading
Tonight,
Nov. 16

8 p.m. Lee Hall 12
Brist~I

reaturtng:

Jeff Silva
Charles Vietrv
Hope Greenfield
admission is free.

Gary Muzio proposed that Dorm
Government allocate $60 for a free
concert by two female folk singers,
whom he considered to be quite
good. The members of Dorm
Government agreed to this
proposal, with the possibility of
reimbursement by the Student
Activities Committee, when formed, in_mind.
The question of the right of individual units to change their quiet
hours arose. As I understand it,
there is now a uniform policy
throughout the dorm concerning
quiet hours, although I know of
varying cases. Regardless, Joan
Miale, Chip Howe, and Andy
lamascia will discuss the matter of
Dorm Government's right to
change the dorm quiet hours with
Dean Goldberg.

Then there is the problem of the
Common Lounge being locked at
2: 00 A. M. A dual memo from Hal
Conner and Dorm Government
will be sent to George Wilding
concerning this matter. If it is accepted, a student will be able to
have the Common Lounge opened
by a security guard with the understanding that the student involved, who will give his name to
the security guard, will be held
responsible for any damage done.
Chip· Howe, chairman of Dorm
Government and representative
for Unit 8, has found himself in a
situation which does not allow him
to completely fulfill either role.
Therefore, a new Unit 8
representative will be elected
leaving Chip a~ chariman without
voting powers except in the case of
a tie.
Dogs are known to be man's best
friend. I gather from the amount of
people who want dogs in the dorm
that many students are in need of a
best friend. Since there is no state
law forbidding dogs from residing
in the dorm and it is only college
policy, George Levesque and Lee
Shaughnessy will look into this
matter and report next week.
Each unit will vote on the matter
of changing the dining hours,
which are now 4: 30 to 6: 00 p.m. If
the majority of the students want a
change made, the Food Committee
will try to do something constructive in their favor.

Free Concert
Coming
to RWC
Two girls. One from
Michigan, the other from New
York. Both play guitar and
sing. They call themselves
The Golden Braid. Take it
from someone who's Sf' •
them: They are fantastic.
Their record beats this fact
out. The long list of people
with whom they have played
includes Buffy Saint Marie,
Livingstone Taylor and
Richie Havens. The latter, in
fact, will play on The Golden
Braid's first album.
Touring around the U.S.,
they have played The Bitter
End and Village Gaslight in
New York, the Heritage, a fine
coffee house in San Diego and
the Ark in Ann Arbor, which is
known as the absolute best
coffeehouse in the country. On
Monday night, Nov. 22, The
qolden Braid will appear at
the Bristol Campus of RWC .
Due to the benevolance of
the Dorm Council, this concert will be free. If you've
nothing else to do that night,
go see the Golden Braid. If you
have something to do cancel
it. You won't regret it. The
Golden Braid, in concert, Nov.
22.
.

by Gary Gardner

hugh baking ovens at tables-foreight, talking of and glowing over
·an utterly beautiful production.
Some weekends are times for one
or two day excursions outside of
London. Two of the students tried.
unsuccessfully, to make the four
hundred mile trek to Scotland, but
most of the others_. kept the journey
down to one hunclied miles or less.
Two favorite one or two day trips
are Canterbury ( a one and a half
hour pilgrimage by train) and
Brighton ( fif~y-one miles away)
boating the best beaches on the
British Isles (say.. that five times
fast! ) and the coldest water.
Saturday night was Bill Grandgeirge's birthday party. For the
first time Mr. G. was so surprised
that he was at a loss for words, but
in no time the punch was out
<wow!) and the cake, complete
with cowboys, Indians, and a
mountain range, was cut. By the
looks on many of the faces the next
morning, I'd say we all had a great
time.
Monday we started our speeches
in Medieval Drama. These
speeches dig deeply into the
history of the Middle Ages, its
authors and the common people of
the day. For example, Priscilla
Bowen told about what it was like
to live in a castle, Harriet Jordon
discussed life in a Manor house,
and Sheila McHugh relived the
peasant's life in 1360. These- talks
were highly educational because of
individual research and level of
communication between the
speaker and his peers. Everyone.
seems to. agree that this class is
~
fine.
Wednesday
we
had,
to
everyone's~ delight, scrambled
eggs for breakfast! After weeks of
fried eggs... well, that put everyone
in a fine mood. After classes we left
for an exhibit of the History of
Television. This was long, but
somewhat intriguing. Did you
know that T .V. originated here in
Britain and that they have much
better color reception that we do in
the United States? Other good
aspects of British television are
consumer
protecting
advertisements, all amounting to no
more than six minutes per hour.
We saw how a series is made and
how the night-time news is put
together. Nevertheless, the'
majority of us feel that American
TV is superlative when compared
to the quality of British programs.
Our nights are usually spent
reading,
studying,
playing
Monopoly <advance token to
Trafalgar Square; if you pass GO,
collect 200 pounds) , going to
movies or plays, or just walking
down the bright city streets.
Many of us miss home very
much, but London holds different
surprises each day, so we are
busily passing away the year.
Gary Gardner
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Film Series
For Engineers

I

/

The American Institute of Steel
Construction has made available
for .Roger Williams College three
color, sound films about structural
steel:

A New Television Program?
•

"The Partners" Scene daily
featuring Ralph

~

Ted.

I. "Steel Challenges Natures
Fury"
This film portrays the difficult
and dangerous undertaking of the
addition to the Golden Gate Bridge.
<Running Time : 30 minutes)
This film will be shown Thursday, November 18th at 10 : 00 a .m .,
Providence Student Center.
2. "Reach for the Sky"
Depicts the erection of the 10,000
tons of structural steel required for
the 32 story Western Electric
Office Building in New York City.
The
general procedures and
technique." used in the erection of
skyscrapers are graphically
illustrated.
<Running Time: 16 minutes)
This film will be shown Thursday, December 2nd, at 10: 00 a .m.
Providence St:.1dent Center.
:1. "Steel Spans the Chesapeak"
Features six different types of
bridge spans-beam, girder, deck
truss, suspension and deck and
through cantileurer.
( Running Time: 37 minutes)
This film will be shown Tuesday,
January 4, 1972, at 10: 00 a .m . at
!he Providence Student Center.
Admission free to all Roger
Williams College Students.

CLASSIFIED ·ADS
FOH S/\l.E : 'Ii!; V.W. Hus with 'fi!I
f'11i•in1·. 1':11wlrd and insulatf'rl
i11l1•rior . ~7!i0 a skin~ prier. Call:
( '" i) !1!1!1-li!i Ill .

WANTED: VW '67 vp. Must be
nice up to $1,500 or '64 - 65 and
trade for Jag 683-1034 Jon.
FOH S1\l .E: '71 Vt·~a '1 sprrrl 1111
hnrs1• . A 1-FJ\1 r;ulio. Oark hlur.
l\l:u·k inlf'rior . low milragr . Tony
1i;7 ..1;xo aflrr ;, p.m .
FOR SALE: Two Gerbils, new
cage with food. Best offer. Call
Donna 255-3113.
FOR SALE; 1958 Jaguar se.d an,
27,000 miles, cheap! 1965 Vespa $40.00.
:
TYPING: English major will
type papers. reports etc. Call 24611!29.
\\' .\T 1-: H BEil :
Tn111111~ ·

i\11 ."

s izr

1·all

!111 -f; '1 1!i.

llEl.P Wi\NTEO! Nrrd school
fmuls '? Sh1drnls likr ~· oursr lf arr
f':1rnin g ).(norl inc·omr in thrir own
span• linw. Oprnings now
:l\':tilahlr for 1111alifif'rl prrsons .
l'ho1w i~~-!1020 .

FOR SALE: Good violin, in fine
shape. $75. After 5 p .m. call: 2534417.
FOR SALE: FM Radio/8 Track
tape deck combination $50 Call:
421-0:119.

R
E
F

FOR SALE: 1969 Firebird 400
Pontiac ; power steering & brakes,
polyglass tires, snow tires,
positractlon. $1995 Call: 846-2334.
l<~ OR SALE: Guild T-100 Hollowbody Electric Guitar, Sunburst
$175. Call: 255-3293.

FOR SALE: 1969 FIAT Spider
convertible. S850. Call : 255-2443.
APARTMENT: · I' m looking for
somebody that has an apartmentto room with or a place for me to
live . Contact: Warren (617)6737441.
FOR SALE: 1970 Lemans Sport
VH Engine, vinyl top, bucket seats.
( 'a ll 751-6551.
FOR SALE: '71 SUZUKI 90 cc 4
mos. old Guaranteed, $275. Call:
fiH:l-21171 anytime.
FOR SALE: 1969 GT6 maroon-black.
Reasonable.
Perfect running condition . Call
1128-6109.

FO H S,\ I. E:
l!lfi'1
S/\i\R
FOR SALE - Hockey Skates Slali1111wa gon . Fantastic milf'agr.
bauer size 13. Worth $35. Asking
goml ruuni n).( 1·mulition. $500 . 861- · S 15 used 1/2 season . Call 255-3364.
iil:t.

Tl'T OH: College prof. will tutor .Ill' JIT SU: Lessons held Sun.
Fr<'nrh and/or English - com- eyes. C ontact 255-3128. Taught
p,os ition . proof-read themes . term by Brown belt & Assistant.
11aprrs rte . 1\1~· home or yours , FOH SALE: Full Breed Irish
r('a sonable rates . Call : ~ristol, Srtter Pups 10 wks . old, 4 males,
~;,: 1-7 1:1-t a n~· time.
Si5 .00 . Contact Bill Winters
( fil i ) i6:1-2 12i.
:\STHOLOG Y - Your natal chart
and ha ndwritten 15-20 page
\\':\:\TED : l\eed 2 girls as bar
t•\·a luation - S 10.00. Transits - How waitrrssE's. must be 21. Call Mann y
thr 11la1wts will affect -~· ou during ~:; :1-!IX!IO a t The Wa gon Wheel.
lhE' coming ~· ear - S 10.00 Send time,
plarE'. date of birth, and check or
HIDE
\\':\!\TED :
From
motl('y onlE'r lo Hobert i\I. Duff.y, Hrhoboth . :\lass . to Bristol and
.Jr .. I la S terr~· Street. Pawtucket, hark . Thursda~· s. If you live in ,
HhodE' Island .
1war. or around Rehoboth rail Shar
25~-: 1220 .
TEHl\l l':\PERS TYPED:
Paprr a nd CO\'ers supplied . S. 75
11rr pa!{r . Call -1:1:1--1:178.
FOH SALE: 1969 Plymouth
\\'1\1\TED-a female to s hare a
hous r with 4 othE'r girls. Prirnte
bedroom. In Bristol. two miles
from s c hoot. Call 253-·tl 85
HridgE'tte, Sand~· . Lin or l\lar~· .

BRISTOL

Hoad Hunner . :183 high performancE'. 4-speed, brand new
tirE's . purr condition & mags. Must
srr to appreciate. Contact: Bert in
Bristol learning lab.
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Arms and The Man

-

A Review
by Wendy Spencer
The satire opens in the bedroom Whereas the character should have
of Raina Petkoff, a romantic young been played straight, the Sergius
Bulgarian woman . Full of we were treated to was overacted
idealistic notions about her and terribly corny. I felt it an insult
betrothed lover , Sergius , she of the pa rt of the actor that we, the
retires with her poetry when audience were not capable of
suddenly Captain Bluntschi ; a understanding an form of humour
Swiss mercenary, enters. Raina, shor of slapstick.
taking pity on hirn, hides him from
The servant Nicola ( played by
a search party and feeds him
chocolate creams. She and her Ralph Burgess ) might have been
mother send him off the next day in good if one could have heard what
he was saying. Instead he sounded
an old coat.
like a schoolboy reciting his
grammar exercises.
Next time we meet the family it's
Major Petkoff <Jesse Perry ) is
spring and peace has been
declared. Major Petkoff has used . by Shaw to portray a
returned with Raina's betrothed character of a dying age. He is
Major Sergius Saranoff. Sergius trying to adjust with the times yet
and Raina meet with elaborate finds himself constantly slipping
rapture which continues until Raina back <much to the dissapproval of
leaves and Sergius amorously his wife.) Our Major Petkoff was
accosts her maid Louka. Into this all of these things. Though perhaps
triangle re-enters Captain Blunt- a little underplayed at times, his
schli coming to return the coat, character was constant throughout
throwing Catherine into a dither. the play.
Petkoff has heard the story of
A fine performance put in by
Bluntschi's escape, but doesn't Ca ptain Bluntchli ( Sprague
know the parties involved. Raina, Theobald) . He could have perhaps
to complicate matters, had placed been a little more worldly and
a photograph of herself with the charming ; but; being one of the
inscription, " Raina-to her choc- few people who did anything with
colate cream soldier-a souvenir" their part is is easily forgiven.
in the coat pocket ( unknown to
Another excellent performance
Bluntschli) Sergius has, in the
by
Maureen Ryan (Catherine
meantime, wormed Bluntschli's
identity from his lover, Louka, and Petkoff) , who showed us the t;rue
breaks his match with Raina. Pet- character written by Shaw.
koff, discovering the picture, forLouka <Sheryl Munn) was ~xy
ces everyone's hand. In the end,
and flirtatious and portrayed
Bluntschli stands revealed as the
everything written·..,by Shaw litb
tr:ue romantic. ",He \ propqses. to
make her (iesirable itOiSergiUS.•18
Raina and is accepted by her
•
• 11;.H
parents <largely on the strenght of
Raina <Lydia Horton) on the
his late father's estate) and finally other hand was supposed to be full
by Raina herself.
of grace and charm, < a bit of the
grand dame) but was instead ~ 1 ~it
However, it woul~ seem that cloddish and very jerky. WhY,,' wo
whomever directed the play was of men would fight over her, God only
two opinions. One, that Bernard knows!
·
Shaw wasn't a good enough writer
There was only one "small
to write it, or that the audience was
part"
in the play, a Russian Officer
too stupid to appreciate the satire
of the play. Therefore, we had to be <Kirk Horne) . As that famous
constantly hit over the head with it. quote. says " there are no small
· parts, only small actors" , you may
Sergius <played by Richard take it from there.
Snyder) is the buffoon of the play.
Some people may not agree with
He is also the character used by several of these rather harsh
Shaw to poke fun at societies criticisms. However, I can simply
idolization of military heros . state that " I never apologize".

'NO,SPIRO, YOU CAN'I GO OUT 10
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Th e Hawks

HOCKEY NEWS

PRO SCOPE

Reali Nrunes Tea1n

Special to Quill
The 1971-72 Roger Williams College Hockey team will open it's
season Saturday, November 27th, against Bridgewater State at Meehan
Auditorium .
· Coach Robert Reali has announced that the following players have
heen selected for the 71-72 Hawk team :
I . Bill Selino
9. Richard Johnson
2. Dave Silvia
I 0. Steve Barlow
Larry Blasbalg
11 . Steve Horton
3. Joe Pariseault
12. Mark Goerner
4. Chuck Patnaude
14. Gary Frizette
5. Bob Jackson
15. Tome Buonaccorsi
6. Ri<.:!l Morello
16. George Loughery
7. Ken Costello
17 . Jeff Gibbons
8. Richard Giuliano
18. H.uss Fontaine
30. Mike Lancellotti

by Ronald Holland

Everv week is an important biggest threat fowards Baltimore.
week for the N.F.L. but this week On the other hand Baltimore has a
above all could be decisive for 6 fearsome defense headed by
teams as they play their second Bubba Smith. Leading their ofplace rivals . In the N.F .C. Dallas fense is Earl Morrall, an old
at Washington wi11 be an exciting quaterback who has plenty of
game because you can never predict experience on the field. Last year
Dallas's play. They have 2 great he lead the Colts in defeating the
running backs, ( Duane Thomas Cowboys in the Super Bowl 16-13.
and Walt Garrison) their receivers in defeating the Cowboys in the
are fast and can beat most cor- Super Bowl 16-13. Another asset the
nerbacks, but they have 2 main Colts have besides their great
problems, Roger Staubach <their defense is second year man, Norm
quarterback ) is finally starting Bulaich
who leads all N.F.L.
after he and Craig Morton were Rushers.
If
Miami wants
Last year's Hawk team compiled a record of 13-9 and was invited to a
rotating for the first 7 games. to stop the Colts they have to stop
pos t season tournament. The following is the schedule for the 71-72
Staubach is a fine scrambler and Bulaich. This is going to be a
has a fine arm, the only thing he defensive game, but Griese and season:
lacks is experience, he's been WarU.eld will pull it through in the ·
sitti ng on the bench most of the end. The final score Miami 13
r------------~-------------,
time while in the Cowboy squad. Baltimore 10.
The other problem is the Cowboys
The last big game is being
have a knack of fumbling the ball played in Los Angeles, as the Los
I
more than any other team in the Angeles Rams take on the San I
rn11-12
I
I
N.F.L . (If you saw the Super Bowl Francisco 49'ers. This game is
Date
Opponent
Place
Time
you know what I mean) . The a lso a defensive battle. Leading the I
Nov . 27, Sat. Bri dgewa ter State
Brown ( Home) 7: 00 p.m.
I
greatest quality of the Cowboys is Kam defensive unit is Davia
Dec.4,Sat.
Nasson
Concord,N.H. 3:30p.m.
their defense headed by Bob Lilly. Deacon Jones, one of the great all
Dec. 5, Sun. Hawthorne
Concord, RH. 18: 00 p.m.
Their front four is one of the most time defensive ends-. On the ofBrockton, Mass. 9: 00 p.m .
Dec. 8, Wed. Bridgewater State
respected by the opposing team. fense, Roman Gabriel, their
Richards <Home) 9: OOp.m.
Dec. 13, Mon. N.H. College
starting quarterback, is having a
Middletown, Conn. 8: 15 p.m.
Dec. 18, Sat. Trinity College
year.
With
receivers
like
Jack
good
Washington is the dark horse of
Jan. 15, Sat. Western New England Springfield, Mass. 8: 00 p.m .
the N.F.C . eastern conference. Snow and Lance Rentzel how can a
Jan. 22, Sat. RI. Jr. College
Cranston, R.I. 8: 00 p.m.
After their starting quarterback quarterback have a bad year?
Canton, N. Y. 8: 00 p.m.
.Jan. 28, Fri. Canton Tech
Sonny Jurgenson got injured their Rentzel acquired from the
Jan. 29, Sat. · Canton Tech
Canton, N. Y. 2: 00 p.m.
replacement Jerry Kilmer is fit- Cowboys is having, as usual, a
Jan. 31, Mon. Gordon
Richards (Home) 9: OOp.m.
·ting into the shoes of Jurgenson. good y~r, as is Snow. On the other
Feb. 7, Mon. Cape Cod
,Richards (Home) 9: OOp.m.
I;ike the Cowboys they have two hand, San Francisco is power
Feb. 16, Wed. Gordon
· Wenham, Mass. 8: 00 p.m.
great running backs Charlie house o n aefense. They're known
Hyannis, Mau. 8: 00 p.m.
Feb. 19, Sat. Cape Cod
Harraway and Larry Brown. for their defense and have one of
Feb. 21, 'Mon. R.I. Jr. College
Richards <Home) 9: OOp.m.
Larry Brown is the leading rusher the best all around teams in the
Feb.1.6, Sat. Western New England
Brown (Home) 7: 00 p.m.
in the N.F .C. Their receivers are N.F .L . Quarterbacking for the
Feb. 28, Mon. Hawthrone
·
Richards (Home) 9: 00 p.m.
Clifton Mc Niel and Roy Jefferson. 49'ers is John Brodie, last year's
Brown (Home) 7: 00 p.m.
Mar. 4, Sat. Nasson
Their leading receiver Charlie M.V.P . winner. The Rams have
to
watch
out
for
the
Combo
team
of
Taylor is injured and will miss
most of the season. The Redskins Brodie to Gene Washington. Gene
Coach -·Robert Reali
have a fine defense which credited Washington is one of the best ends
Athletic Director-Thomas A. Drennan
·1
the Redskins their 6 victories. This · in my estimation. The 49'ers have
,
.
I
a
great
passing
team
and
a
good
is a hard game to predict, but I'll
lake Washington by 3. The only running team ·with Ken Williard
.
. '
way Dallas can beat them is by and Cunningham. In their' ·
having their defense pressure the secondary Bruce Taylor is their
Re~.
. quarterback, as the Eagles did threatening kick off return
specialist. The 49'ers tiave a better·
successf.ully in a tying effort.
offense than the R<ims so I'ip ·
' .
- Miam i plays Baltimore in picking THE 49'ers by 6 points.Baltimore. Miami is in first place Score 13-7.
in that division by beating
Other 'picks for Sunday's gam~
Baltimore earlier in the season. are:
·
Besides Kansas City, Miami could Denver 7, Kansas City 20 .
have the best bomb threat in the D<'troit 9, Chicago 13
....
N.F.L . Their quarterback, Bob Houston 10, Cincinnatti 21
L Ties
Greise is a great young quar- Minnesota 21, New Orleans 9
1
0
terback who has an arm to reach New England 17, Clevela.nd 14
1
0
Paul Warfield no matter where he New York Giants 17, Pittsburgh 21 ·
1
1
is on the field. Paul Warfield New York Jets 24, Buffalo 6
1
1
acquired from the Cleveland Philadelphia 7, St. Louis 10
Browns is as fast and quick as they San Diego 10, Oakland 27come. this dynamic duo is the Green Bay 14, Atlanta 17

I

.

;

Killers Edge

Hockey Schedule

I

Stonemen
BY EDDIE ADAMS

Wednesday afternoon November
10 the Unit 7 Killers trucked their

way to an undisputed first place
position by beating the. Stonemen
for their third straight win.
The Killer's despite five men on
the injured list, looked very sharp.
Quarterback, Gil Aguir connected
with the 280 pound end Savy
Mancieri for the first touchdown of
the game. However, the Stonemen
came fighting back with a 45 yard
drive, and plunged into the endzone
in 6 plays. The Killers defense
stiffened, though and prevented
the Stonemen from making the
conversion. A few plays later the
Killers defense picked off a pass
attempt on the 5 yard line but
fai led tO' capitolize on the
Stonemen's error and were forced
to turn the ball over. Two plays
after that, though, one of the
Killers front four, Andy, Iamasia,
broke through the line and nailed
their quarterback in their own
endzone for a 2 point safety. That
was the final scoring of the game
as the Killers ran out the clock.
The Killers play the Untouchables on Monday in a "must
win" game in order to knock the
Untouchable from first place.
Even a tie, would still be a first
place for the Killers. A loss would
be first place for the Untouchables.
It should result in one hell of a
ballgame.

Providence
Intramural
. ~--------------------------~ Basketball
Astoturf~~

Turd

0

. F oothall .~

~·

Team.
Dave's Team
Soccer Team
Budman
Zigzag

Name
Piche
Abott
Bettencourt
Morgan
Pierpaoie

SCORING
Team FG
Dave's 37
Dave's 21
Soccer 29
Zigzag 27
Bud man 27

w

L

3
2
1
0

. . .. 0 . '
1

- 2
3·

FT PtsAug.
2
6
3
2
1

76 25.3
48 24.0
61 20.3

56. 18.7
55 18.3

-·

Cheerleaders
WANTED
FEMALE TYPISTS
To type in
Quill Offices
Prov. - Thursdays 11: 00 ·
- 1 .

Bristol

- ·Thur sdays

11: 30 - 3

<hours ar r anged ac·cording) '

Typi sts will be com pensated

Most of the members oflhe N.F. L .
are complaining about the turf on
which they play. Most of the
stadiums have poly turf, which
wasn't so a year ago. Some of the
gripes are: when you fall on the
turf its like falling on cement, this
- is a hazard for the. players. When
the players slide acrosss the field
they get burns, which is the newest
in.jury in football . In MiamL.the
surface gets hot which makes the .
surface slippery and can injure
someone plus it ruins the game
watching the play_e rs slip along the
field. T ea ms ai;e also al)g ry
because the referees call time outs
when the team has momentum ,
a ft er the commercial the team lost
most of its momentum .

Basketball results from last week:
Road Runners 49 - Unit 12 35
Fall River 56 - Faculty 26
Standings
L
Road Runners
4
O
Rall Riv,er.Team
' , 3
·1
Unit 12 Bo.mbers
1
3
Faculty Flashes
0
4

Capl(!in and Assistant Captain
were elected. for the 11171-72 Roger
Williams Cheerleading squard.
Candy Vacchina was elected
Captain and Darlene Mccarter
was elected Assistant Captain.

Other girls selected for the squad
include:
. Bessie Guess,
Susan Teece,
Colleen McGowan,
Tina Copeland,
_ ,
.
.
Maurya McKelvy,
' Somebody .has fo get rid of poly · Georgianoa Barbosa
turf before all the super stars are Adele Dibiagio.
henched for injuries. Football is a
great sport and l want all the
The girls will be cheering for all
pla~ers to hav.e a chance to send the home hockey and basketball
thei r team lo the Super Bowl; games and many of the away
instead of getting injured for the games as we!L The Cheerieaders
season , beca use the playing are being advised by Miss Maxine
surface. is hazardous.
Mayer, a tudent at RWC .
•

•..'!

.
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Advantages Of
5 Man Over 9
Man F ootball Team
RandyGovey
I asked a tiuestion to Tom
Tetrault, Student Recreational
Director, as to why he prefers to
organize a 5 man football team
over the present 9 man team.
I obtained the following information:
,
Disadvantages of 9 man football :
( 1) 9 man football gets too
rough. The smaller guys can't go
up against the big guys; they
usually can get hurt.
<2) 9 man football can't be
played through the winter.
<3)
There are more forfeits
because you can't always get 9
guys.
.,,
( 4) A referee has to watch so
many things, that there are always
arguments over calls.
Advantages of 5 man football:
(1) It can run all winter (unless
there is really deep snow) .
<2) Anyone can play without
worrying about getting hurt.
( 3) Offense includes 1 center, 1
quarterback, and up to 3 receivers.
Defense includes 1 rusher and four
defensemen. The center can block
out the rusher leaving no pressure
on the quarterback. The defense
can double team the receivers.
<4) It makes the whole system
more flexible .
·
C 5) Less forfeits ; you can easily
get 5 guys.
/

{

.Fast Eddie's
Pick
By Ed Adams

From the Sidelines
Varsity Basketball
The Hoger Williams College
Basketball team which compiled a
20 and 6 record last year will open
it's 1971-72 season December 4th
against Curry College. Four new
opponents have been added to the
Hawks schedule this year. They
include · Lincoln University,
Eastern Nazarene, John Jay
College and New York Athletic
Club,

MENU
BIG MAC .55
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER .49

LARGE FRENCH FRIES .35

DOUBLE HAMBURGER

.39

FRENCH FRIES

FILET O' FISH

.39

APPLE PIE

.20

CHEESEBURGER

.25

MILK

.15

HAMBURGER

.20

COFFEE

.15

.20

COCA-COLA - ORANGE - ROOT BEER .15 & .20

Preview of new opponents:

SHAKES-CHOCOLATE, STRAWBERRY, VANILLA, COFFEE .30

Lincoln University; Coach by
Floyd Laisure welcomes back 7
veteran performers from a 19-7
team last season. The Hawks will
be facing the Lions for the first
time in Lincoln, Pa.
Eastern Nazaren: Last year
Coach Jim Smiths' men posted a
26-5 record and narrowly missed a
bid to the region 32 tourney. An all
veteran squad led by All American
Ron Bradley will face the Hawks in
Newport in February.

Pood for tJiought

John Jay Coilege: A newcomer
to the ECAC and the Hawks
schedule;,the Bloodhounds are well
known for their Police Science
program. Coach Joe Murphy is
rebuilding this season but will
present formidable opposition to
RWC.
New York Athletic Club: World
renown for their splendid Athletic
programs, the AC invited the
Hawks to play them in New York
City. Usually a strong foe , the AC
roster is dotted with former Major
College stars living in the New
York area.

· 636 Metacom Ave., R.t. 138
Warren, R.I.

ROAD RUNNERS
LEAD LEAGUE

~

The road Runners have picked
up where they left off last year as
the 1970-71 champs dominating the
Intramural Basketball League
with a 4-0 record. ·

Road Runners
Individual Averages
Mick Securo 26.5 pts. per game
Tom Decosta 21
Ed Reed
13
Sav Mancieri 11.25
Burt West
6.5

Prov. Yearbooks
Now on Sale

So far this season they have
Yearbook
sqeeked by second place team
Office
Fall River on the strength of a
twenty foot jwnp shoot by Tom
Decosta . in the closing seconds of
the game. This resulted in a 47-45
victory in what had been see-saw
battle from the beginning. The
Road Runners, have also set a new
record for scoring one hundred
By The Ithacan ·
points in one game against the
third place team the Unit 12
Ithaca, N.Y. <CPS)-Sometime during this summer, an article of
Bombers. The out come of that
game was Road Runners 100 and furniture was stolen from one of the Ithaca College dorms. The college
the Bombers 33 as they controlled refused to appropriate funds for the replacement of the much used article
so the dorm Qecided to raise funds and buy a new one for themselves.
the boards the whole game.
One of the best ways to raise money on a college campus is by selling
As a team the Road ' Runners things or by holding a lottery. Besides selling food, this dorm decided to
have an average of 62.25 points per raffle off dope as well. Raffle tickets were sold for fifty cents a peiCe and
game, as they lead the league in all the drawing itself was held within the dorm. First prize was a gram of
round scoring. On defense they hashish. All proceeds ( minus whatever the hashish wa~ purchased for)
only have allowed 41.5 points per went towards the purchas~ of their peice of furniture.
game, as they lead the league.in all
The profit the dorm made was not disclosed nor the name of the winner
round scoring.
of the lottery.

Ithaca College Raffles .Off Dope

ClassifiedAds Are
Free!

Start Your Engines
BY ANDY IAMASCIA
/

As you might have noticed, it's
freezing out there. You may not
like the cold, but figure what's
happening toyourcar. When it's ten
below outside yourcar 18 more a
mass of steel that a precision piece
of equipment. However, you can do
something to preotect your investment. First of all it is a good
idea to get your anti-freeze in as
soon as possible. It 1s an unfortunate fact that on the night of
November eighth the temperature
was down to a very cold twenty
three degrees at our fine Bristol
Campus.So get on the ball, and get
your anti-freeze in.

you can be sure you are getting a
reliable product with a good
reputation. After you have purchased the anti-freeze, you will
note that there is a chart on the
back of the container listing the
amount of anti-freeze .to put into
the cooling system, in order to get
the proper protection. Now you have
to know how many quarts of
coolant your car's cooling system
holds. The answer-can be found by
looking in the owners manual or in
an automotive encyclopedia. Now
figure the amount of anti-freeze
you need for the amount of
protection that you want. A rule to
follow is that 70% anti-freeze and
30% water will protect you to about
If you're not that well informed on
the subject of anti-freeze here is -84 de~rees below.
some advice on how to use it in the
most efficient way. For use in this
The procedure for winterizing
climatic area it would be wise to your car is fairly simple. You drain
have your car protected to about the water from the radiator, put in
thirty degrees below zero. You the correct amount of anti-freeze,
may wonder why this is necessary. and fill the rest of the radiator with
The answer is that although the water. Then start the· engine,
temp. rarely falls below -10 warm it up, and add a little more
degrees, the wind chill factor can anti-freeze. Your car is now ready
make the temp/chill area fall to for the cold winter ahead.
about twenty below. This is why I
If you have any questions on this
recommend such protection.
procedure, we'll give you any
information that you need. By
In actually buying the anti winterizing your car yourself, you
freeze, stick with the well known will only spend about $5.00, as
brands such as Telar, . Dupont, opposed to the $10.00 you would
Prestone, and Zerox. With these pay to have someone do it for you.

lufflngt~P.'s

Phanwacy

"For Health & Beauty Needs"

ln Playing

Discount with RWC ID Card

________

US Hope

.....
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C HESS

25!'"'85M .i »1'1*t<lll
,._~

-NOTICE Anyune Inter ested

.......
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